Hi Everyone,

In case your days are starting to blend together, hello it's Tuesday. Thank you for all your photos of furry co-workers, new office layouts and new spring looks on campus. Check out the [gallery of submitted photos](#) on the Insider, including beautiful photos capturing springtime on-campus sent in by Mark J. Oresic to share with everyone off-campus. Mark's thoughts of appreciation and gratitude for both springtime and remote colleagues are included in our collection of silver linings below.

**Poll:** What's easier/harder about your work since the coronavirus?

**Silver Linings**

- The water in Venice canals is becoming clearer and wildlife is appearing! (Ed J)
- Spending more time with my immediate family and less time on the busy highways of NJ getting to the office.
- Spending more time with my immediate family and less time commuting
- Spending more purposeful time together as a family, without screens, and talking about our day, our joys and fears
- Less traffic when you do have to go out, people seem less rushed, taking time to play or be with their kids on walks or in their yards, more cheap gas available, less pollution, And now we've proven we can work from home pretty successfully!
- Yes! For all of the moments in the recent past, where I complained about being too busy - running to one afterschool activity to the next- or talking about how much the Alexander bridge closure has impacted my commute, I am taking a deep breath and enjoying my temporary new normal (Marci G)
- Playing Rummikub and Oh Hell (cards) with my family pretty much every day (Cindy S)
• Yes! Getting to spend more time with my family. I was also able to return sooner than anticipated from maternity leave, working from home of course, instead of having to take a pay cut to stay an additional 6 weeks with our newest addition (Elissa L)
• Filled with appreciation and gratitude at having the chance to observe springtime blooming on our beautiful campus on a bright sunny day. I then thought about others...working remotely and missing our campus’ eruption of springtime glory; and felt if I could capture and share a handful of photos [it could] brighten and de-stress their day, let them know that those who work on campus are thinking about them and express our appreciation for their remote role. (Mark J. Oresic)

For Everyone
• Six Questions to Ask Yourself in Quarantine (Greater Good Magazine)
• Viewpoint: Working from Home? Self-isolation Doesn't Have to be Lonely (NYTimes)

For Managers
• Maintaining Focus Tool (in word), for you and/or your team (pdf version here)

For Parents
• NASA Climate Kids - games, careers, videos and more (Earth Science Communications Team, CalTech)
• 30 Funny Pics From Parents Stuck In Quarantine With Their Kids (boredpanda.com)

You can keep up with the latest COVID-19 announcements on the University COVID-19 website, and find resources on Facilities' new COVID-19 Resources page.
Reminder: If you have been tested for COVID-19, in any jurisdiction, please contact UHS at communityhealth@princeton.edu — you do not need to wait for results to contact UHS, please do so as soon as you are tested. This will greatly assist contact tracing efforts, where needed.